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User

Instructions

Progressor™
CAUTION!
Read instructions before
installing or plugging
unit in.

Built in programs
Master slave
capabilities

SPECIFICATIONS: MODEL - Progressor™
HALOGEN LAMP WARNING!

Weight:
24 lbs.
Size:
16"H x 11"W x 14.5"L
Lamp:
120V 300W
Fuse:
7A
Supply Voltage: 120V/60Hz
Working Position: Any Safe position
Duty Cycle: 10 min., on, 10 min. off
Colors: Multiple Colored Lens
Optional: ZB-ADJ300 120V 300W 150 hr. Long Life lamp
also available

This fixture is fitted with halogen
lamps which are highly susceptible
to damage if improperly handled.
Never touch lamp with bare fingers
as the oil from your hands will
shorten lamp life. Also, never move
fixture until lamp has had ample
time to cool. Remember, lamps are
not covered under warranty
conditions.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:
Unit is ready to be hung or set on flat surface. Unit will react to bass sound of music via its internal microphone and not
lightly tapping on the case. Adjust the sensitivity knob on the unit to music sensitivity. Unit will Master/ Slave by setting
dip switch on back of unit and connecting via XLR Cables. All Dip switches off is Master, #1 on is for Slave. These set tings must be done before plugging in to power because dip switch settings can not change once unit is on. If no sound is
detected by unit for 3 seconds lights will turn off. Be sure sensitivity is up, do not to obstruct cooling vents and keep in a
well ventilated area. For best results, fog or special effects smoke must be used in order to see the beams of light.
The 1/4” phone plug on the control is not for audio input, it is for a blackout control, if you connect audio into this it will
burnout the circuit board.

CAUTION: Front part of fixture will get extremely hot if operated for long periods. For optimum performance, use a 10 min
ON 10 min OFF duty cycle. Let unit cool before handling or replacing lamp. Caution! Never open unit when in use. Always
disconnect main power before servicing or replacing lamp. Remember to always replace with same lamp and fuses.
Lamp replacement: Remove door on top cover of unit and disconnect socket from rear of lamp. Remove and replace
lamps.
For service contact your American DJ Dealer.
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